
UndergradUate StUdent government of BarUch college 
CONFERENCE ROOM SUITE 3-270, 55 LEXINGTON AVE. NEW YORK NY 10010

MEETING NO. 4 TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 24TH 2013, 05:50PM–07:34PM

I. REPORTS 05:50PM–06:18PM

PRESIDENT| FARHANA HASSAN 05:50PM–06:31PM

A. Farhana officially welcomes Christopher Eubanks to his first meeting as a senator.
B. Resolutions 

i.  RESOLUTION DISMISSING ANY BARUCH COLLEGE POLICY REQUIRING STUDENT ORGA-
NIZATIONS TO REMIT PAYMENT FOR PUBLIC SAFETY SERVICES AT EVENTS: Historically the 
funds for this area has been taken from the auxilary board but now they want to pull 
from the student activity fee. Farhana and Sasenath ‘Aj’ met with Vice President of 
Finance, Kathy Cobb and wanted to know why USG was not included in the conver-
sation when this decision was made. They also expressed that we shouldn’t have the 
student activity fee used for this purpose. Vice-President mentioned our surplus and 
Farhana mentioned that surplus is usually used for Appeals. Farhana ask the senate 
to read the resolution and give comments on it before we vote.

Question|Samyutha Shivraj 
The the resolution is  worded really well but what does it do in terms of taking 
action?

Response | Farhana Hassan 
This is a very strong statement but Farhana made it clear to Kathy Cobb that 
she has to bring this matter forward to the Board of Directors. Farhana’s main 
concern is regardless of the fact that this get brought over to the Board of 
Directors, will Baruch Administration be able to override the decision.

Question|Samyutha Shivraj 
When does the policy go into affect?

Response | Farhana Hassan 
It is suppose to be an open dialogue now. We have comprised that it will not 
go into effect until next semester. But it should not be considered at all.

Question |Daniel Edward 
What will happen to the club’s budget if this goes into affect?

Response|Farhana Hassan 
We will have to restructure the Finance and Appeals system. The cost is 
$50,000+. We have modify USG’s budget.

Response|Farhana Hassan 
The tiny clubs that have small budgets may not be able hold the events they 
want to hold.
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B continued…

Question|Samyutha Shivraj 
When does the policy go into affect?

Response | Farhana Hassan 
It is suppose to be an open dialogue now. We have comprised that it will not 
go into effect until next semester. But it should not be considered at all.

Question |Daniel Edward 
What will happen to the club’s budget if this goes into affect?

Response|Farhana Hassan 
We will have to restructure the Finance and Appeals system. The cost is 
$50,000+. We have modify USG’s budget.

Response|Henry Ma 
The tiny clubs that have small budgets may not be able hold the events they 
want to hold.

Question | Kirill Gourov 
Do we have access to see the schools budget?

Responses | Farhana Hassan 
Met with VP of Finance about the compact plan where Farhana did not 
have much of a say. She withheld the information about the security policy 
when that decision was made. Student were not included in the decision 
made for the compact plan.

Question | Ben Messner 
Wanted to clarify, on the actual resolution. Do we really mean all events? 
Does the document lock you into something later you can’t adjust.

Response | Farhana Hassan 
Farhana believes that the resolution is word for the general framework

Comment |Jacob Gsell 
Jacob believes that “Public Safety” is to generic. We should make it more 
clear by saying “Public Safety Services”.

Comment | Sasenath ‘AJ’ Jaikasingh 
We can add Public Safety for events

Response | Bruce Touissaint(Board of Directors) 
Bruce agrees with Aj and  states that we should make it clear that it’s for an 
on campus event

Response | Farhana Hassan 
There will be changes on the third WHEREAS to accommodate the  
suggestions

Motion Passes 14:0:1
ii. RESOLUTION CONDEMNING THE EXCESSIVE USE OF FORCE BY NEW YORK POLICE  

DEPARTMENT POLICE OFFICERS TO CITY UNIVERSITY OF NEW YORK STUDENTS: (Cynthia 
Roldan takes the floor) Cynthia Roldan shows a short footage of the incident that re-
cently happened between students and Police Officers. This is not the first time and 
incident like this happened.

FARHANA HASSAN’S REPORT CONTINUED…
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FARHANA HASSAN’S REPORT CONTINUED…
B continued…

Comment|Kirill Gourov 
In terms of the writing itself, this does not represent the student body 

Response | Farhana Hassan 
We do not necessarily mean what is in the video. We are against police ag-
gression against students and the charges against students

Comment | Samyutha Shivraj 
Does not feel comfortable voting on it. Not sure of the situation and what 
they are being charged for. We need to be more general.

Comment | Michael Harris 
Excessive force is a really “iffy” issue. Michael wants to know more about what 
happened. He would like to speak to the baruch student that was involved 
and would like to see the opinion on how the Representatives at the Macau-
lay colleges feel about it.

Response | Farhana Hassan 
Farhana states that she knows the baruch student and ask Michael if he 
would be comfortable working with Cynthia gathering more information. It’s 
good to start the conversation. She also encourages everyone to do more 
reading about the case.

Question | Kirill Gourov 
Does this add values to the student body of baruch? By creating a stance on 
this issue this puts a political stand point on our role.

Response | Farhana Hassan 
We are not taking a political stance. They had a permit to protest and police 
should be excessive to students. This will raise awareness to the student body

Comment |Andrew De Rosa  
Got an email from the dean of Macaulay . She was upset by the whole in-
cident. She was outraged that we are involved on the incident. She will be 
around on October 1st if you want to reach out to her.

Question | Daniel Edward 
What will happen if this gets passed?

Response | Farhana Hassan 
This is a strong statement.

Motion|Henry Ma  
Motions to table the resolution. 
Motion Passes 14:0:1

EXECUTIVE VICE PRESIDENT| HENRY MA 06:31PM–06:39PM

A. Club Fair is this Thursday September 26 from 12–3pm.
Comment|Farhana Hassan 

You guys should be down there speaking to students and getting to know them and 
gaging their interest.

B. Elections: Next week Tuesday October 1 we will be having elections for our open sen-
ate seat.
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HENRY MA’S REPORT CONTINUED…
B continued…

Question|Dan Tran 
Can you be an e-board for a club and be a senator? 

Response| Henry Ma 
If selected you have to choose between the two position.

Question|Representative from Audience (Tyce) 
We as freshmen don’t have a set GPA so will Freshman be allowed to run?

Response|Farhana Hassan 
We have to get more information from student life.

C. Professional Events: Diversity and Inclusion on Wednesday, October 9th in the multi-
purpose room from 6:00-9:00pm. We are co-sponsoring with the LHM committee. The 
dates for the Photoshop and Excel workshops are confirmed. American Express has 
reached out to Henry and we are looking at dates ranging from late October to early 
November. This event is for Juniors only. This is a networking event. We are looking to 
book the 14th floor or a classy class room.

TREASURER| SANTIAGO A. GOMEZ FLOR 06:39PM–06:43PM

A. BOD is this week Thursday, September 26.
B. Today was the last bolt meeting. We should be getting a list of emails of the treasure 

and presidents report.

SECRETARY| JILLIAN SPRINGER 06:43PM–06:44PM

A. Passing of the minutes from the meeting held on 9.17.13 
Motion Passes 14:0:1

VICE PRESIDENT OF CAMPUS AFFAIRS| DANIEL EDWARD 06:44PM–06:52PM

A. The Haunted House Halloween Event will be during club hours. We are working with 
Student life and other club to organize this event.

B. For Feed 5000 we are looking for help, ideas, and suggestions Will be working with Jer-
emiah from inter-varsity

C. For the Inter faith Holiday event we want to veer away from the religious perspective.
Comment| Farhan Hassan 

We will work with the religious organizations in this event. We don’t want it over 
powering. We want to make it like a winter wonderland theme.

Comment|Ben Messner 
Ben agrees with what’s been said but OSL has a interfaith holiday party planned. 
We should clarify publicly the nature of the event.

Response|Nusaybah Quesem 
We are looking into the comfort of the presenter. We want this to be a respectful 
event.

D. Changing time for Campus Affairs Meetings. Our next meeting will be next Thursday 
October 3 at 5:30.

Small break taken from 6:52–6:59
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CHAIR OF APPEALS| SARANSH KHANNA 06:59PM–07:06PM

Appeals
1. Vietnamese Student Association: Paris By Night 

This is a new event taken place on November 16th in the multipurpose room and 
they are expecting 90 attendees 
Proposed Appeal:$745 
Allocated Appeal:$615 
Saransh moves to pass the allocated appeal. The motion gets seconded and the 
table goes into a discussion

Question|Jackie Luu 
What is happening at this event?

Response | VSA Representative 
We are showcasing the Vietnamese culture between performances and 
food. Similar to UCLA’s Moonfestival.

Question|Robert Bazaavili 
What do you the amount in supplies

Response | VSA Representative 
We are going to use them for decorations.i 
Motion Passes 14:0:1

II. UNFINISHED BUSINESS 07:06PM–07:11PM

Chair of Interclub Affairs| Jackie Luu 
The Moonfestival for UCLA is this Thursday night September 26th from 6:00–9:00pm

VP of Academic Affair|Samyutha ‘Sam’ Shivraj 
The Grad school fair on October 3. We are working with the Center for academic 
advisement. We are helping on getting the food for the event. The event will be 
located on the 7th floor of the library building. We are looking to make a Facebook 
event for it.

President|Farhana Hassan 
Since club connect and the grad school fair is the same day we can split the man pow-
er. We definitely need Appeals, Finance, Treasury and Interclub affairs at the Club Con-
nect Event.

III. NEW BUSINESS 07:11PM–07:24PM

VP OF ACADEMIC AFFAIRS| SAMYUTHA SHIVRAJ 

A. Sam is working with Jackie for International Education Week in November. Something 
that happened last year in conjunction of the study abroad office. For the clubs having 
an event built around international education. Kick of Thursday November 7th. (Looking 
for cultural.) Who every wins best event the prize money goes towards the clubs’ budget. 
The first academic affair meeting will be next Tuesday time is TBA.

Comment| Farhana Hassan 
We will bring applications to leadership weekend for this event. There will be a 
cap on how much a club is spending on this event; 300 for clubs by themselves 
and 500 for a collaborative event.
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VP OF LEGISLATIVE AFFAIRS|MICHAEL HARRIS 

USS ALTERNATE|JEAN BOUDA 

A. Michael talked to Intervarsity about human trafficking event. They are great events and 
he wants to be involved (October 2- October 12) 

Comment| Ben Messner 
None of this has been approved yet, just don’t hold to those dates.

A. New stirring committee is meeting this Sunday for nominations. It is an open meeting. 
Jean is working with a club to make a CUNY event. (ASA event) Jean is looking for USS to 
fund more events 

Comment| Axelle Bougma 
The ASA event is already open to all students

Question | Nusaybah Quesem 
Does the 10% rule play a role in this event?

Response | Ben Messner 
Yeah it still definitely applies but you have to makes sure the plans for the event is 
approved before you market it. 

VIII. ADJOURNMENT 

Robert Motions to Adjourn the meeting at 8:32 
Motion Passes: 15:0:0 

Meeting is adjourned
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Chairs and Representative Senators
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